
1) An MMORPG based on the life of this figure was announced in 2011, but scrapped when Entropia
wasn’t allowed to make it a platformer. Another game starring this figure sees him rescue children
who were kidnapped by Mr. Big. In that game, this figure gets the ability to shoot lasers and turn into
a robot when powered up by (*) Bubbles the Chimpanzee. This musician provided music for Sonic 3 but
demanded to be uncredited after disliking the sound quality on the Genesis. For 10 points, name this
protagonist of Planet Michael and Moonwalker.
ANSWER: Michael Jackson <Brad>

2) In 2006, this athlete hit a go-ahead shot to beat LSU in the SEC finals, on the way to winning SEC
player of the year. Only needing 56 games to reach 1,000 career points, this athlete skipped their final
collegiate season to focus on the 2008 Olympics. This athlete joined Wes Unseld and Wilt
Chamberlain as the only three basketball players to win Rookie of the Year and (*) MVP in the same
season despite being suspended for the Shocks-Sparks brawl. For 10 points, name this Los Angeles power
forward who led the Lady Volunteers to consecutive championships.
ANSWER: Candace Parker <Brad>

3) In a track named for these things, Gnarles [[NARLES]] Barkley rapped “The wind's knocking at my
window/I'd kill it but it's already dead. In a track named for these things, Eminem rapped “ You're
trying to save me, stop holding your breath/And you think I'm crazy, yeah, you think I'm crazy.” In a
Kanye West song named for these things, from My Beautiful (*) Dark Twisted Fantasy, Nicki Minaj
says “Okay, first things first, I'll eat your brains/Then I'mma start rocking gold teeth and fangs,” in a track
featuring Rick Ross and Jay-Z. For 10 points, name these things that live under kids’ beds.
ANSWER: Monster [Accept “The Boogie Monster” or “The Monster”] <Brad>

4) A director with this name directed a 2001 adaptation of the Louis de Bernieres [[behr-nee-AY]] book
Captain Corelli’s Mandolin. Earlier, that man with this name directed a film where Viola is accepted
into an actor corp after reciting a line from Two Gentlemen of Verona. A coach with this name was on
the losing end of the “Immaculate (*) Reception” by Franco Harris and the Steelers. That commentator
with this name did Play-by-Play commentary on Monday Night Football with Al Michaels until 2005. For
10 points, name this Super Bowl winning coach with the Oakland Raiders who names an EA video game
franchise, who passed away in December of 2021.
ANSWER: John Madden [Accept John P. Madden]

5) This business got its distinctive color scheme because its early signage was made from thrown away
circus tents, and name tags at this major chain are handwritten, rather than printed, to seem more
personable. This business is the exclusive dealer for brands like Chem-Dry, Ryobi [[ree-OH-bee]],
and Ridgid, and (*) this company acquired Interline Brands, which offers SupplyWorks products. Homer
D. Foe, and his wife Daisy are the advertising mascots for this business that claims to be "How Doers Get
More Done," which replaced the slogan "More saving. More doing." For 10 points, name this
orange-colored home improvement store that competes with Lowe’s.
ANSWER: Home Depot <Brad>

6) A Missouri man was sentenced to watch this movie every month while in jail. Donald Novis received
an Oscar nomination for this movie after singing “Love is a Song.” One character in this movie is
warned about “twitterpation” by an (*) owl, and fights a dog named Ronno to court his cousin. The only
person on AFI’s 100 villains list to only appear offscreen is from this Disney movie, and they shoot the title
animal’s mother. For 10 points, name this film about the rabbit Thumper, the skunk Flower, and the title
young deer.



ANSWER: Bambi <Brad>

7) Martin Gore’s struggles with alcoholism led him to pen and perform vocals on a 1997 Depeche Mode
single with this name for their album Ultra. The closing track of the album This is Happening has this
name, and takes its title from an oft repeated line in “This (*) Must Be the Place” by the Talking Heads.
A song that has this name opens with the line “Alabama, Arkansas, I do love my Ma and Pa” and is by
hippie collective Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros. For 10 points, give this place that might be
“sweet” in “Alabama” in a Lynyrd Skynyrd.
ANSWER: “Home”

8) In the Mr. Peabody and Sherman movie, Penny goads Sherman into taking her to this country, in the
past, to marry its leader. In another film in this country, Rick O'Connell meets with Izzy Buttons,
who rescues him and Evelyn, who was played by Rachel Weisz. In X-Men Apocalypse, it’s found that
the (*) first mutant was born in this country. In one movie, titled for this place, Jethro tells a man to “look
at your life through heaven’s eyes” before he parts the Red Sea. For 10 points, name this African country
that’s the setting for four movies titled The Ten Commandments.
ANSWER: Egypt <Brad>

9) This athlete once scored a record 5 goals in 9 minutes and he scored the first ever hattrick at the
DFL-Supercup. In November 2021, this athlete, with a distinctive “X” goal celebration, finished
second in the Ballon d'Or [[DEH OAR]] voting behind Messi (*) after setting the single-season
Bundesliga single-season goal record with 41. This soccer player got his big break at Znicz Pruszków and
after Müller is the second-all-time leader scorer for Bayern Munich, his current team. For 10 points, name
this Polish player who may be the best striker in the world.
ANSWER: Robert Lewandowski <Brad>

10) Benicio Fuentes attempted to mass produce a high-quality version of this substance, but died from
drinking toxic tequila. This substance has a boiling point at 215 degrees and can have its color
altered, and purity increased to 99.1%, by using a gas derivative from ammonia; that variant (*)
being “blue sky.” Emilio Koyama produced a form of this substance with impurities, like chili powder, and
this substance, C10H15N, eventually resulted in the deaths of Gustavo Fring and the Jack Welker gang. For
10 points, name this drug, nicknamed “glass,” that drives the plot for Jesse Pinkman and Walter White in
Breaking Bad.
ANSWER: Methamphetamine (prompt on “Glass” before mentioned) <Brad>

11) This athlete played middle school basketball and football,  but seldom played because of his height,
leading them to find their best-known sport. Bill Bowerman recruited this athlete by promising that
if they went to a certain school they would “be the world’s greatest (*) distance runner” and they won 7
national titles while at that school. At the time of his death, at 24 years old, this athlete had every American
record for races between 2,000 and 10,000 meters. For 10 points, name this Oregon athlete who sparked the
“running boom” in the 1970s, nicknamed “Pre.”
ANSWER: Steve Prefontaine (prompt on “Pre” before mentioned) <Brad>

12) This actress was originally casted as the central figure of A Different World, playing a white girl at the
fictional HBCU Hillman College. This actress directed a film where Homer Macauley hopes to
become the fastest bike courier in Ithaca, California. Rob Reiner’s mother says “I’ll have what she’s
(*) having” after a character played by this actress fakes an orgasm at Katz’s Delicatessen. This woman



plays Tom Hanks’ love interest in You’ve Got Mail and Sleepless in Seattle. For 10 points, name this
American star of When Harry Met Sally.
ANSWER: Meg Ryan

13) The Regent Park School of Music youth choir sings backup in a song on this album that compares
“Rice on the ground” to “snow.” Jack Antonoff counts off in a pre-chorus that also includes this
album’s singer saying “Kiss me once 'cause you know I had a long night.” She later says “I (*) hate
accidents except when we went from friends to this” on this album's song, “Paper Rings.” The line
“Spelling is Fun” was removed from a lead single for this album’s release. For 10 points, name this seventh
Taylor Swift album with singles like “You Need to Calm Down” and “Me!”
ANSWER: Lover

14) A mail lady on this show named Emma Tisdale drove a motorcycle and worked for the namesake
town’s Gazette. This series was unofficially a spinoff of Moonrunners, which was also by Gy Waldron.
Waylon Jennings voiced the unseen “Balladeer” on this show, and sang the theme song “The Good
(*) Old Boys.” This show’s two main characters own the car “The General Lee,” which had the doors
welded shut, forcing Luke and Bo to jump in through the windows. For 10 points, name this 1980s
southern-themed show with characters like Uncle Jesse, Boss Hogg, Cooter, and Daisy Duke.
ANSWER: The Dukes of Hazzard <Brad>

15) Mark Duplass and his future wife Katie Aselton star in a mumblecore film about purchasing a
“puffy” one of these objects for his father. Based on a Russian novel, Orthodox priest Fyodor hopes
to find jewels put in these objects by an old aristocrat in a Mel Brooks film. Paulie Bleeker and the
title girl conceive (*) their child in one of these places in the film Juno. Based on an Eero Saarinen
[[AH-roh sahr-REH-nihn]] design, this fixture used by Captain Kirk sold for $300,000 dollars in a 2002
auction. For 10 points, name this fixture that Professor Xavier sits in after being shot.
ANSWER: Chair [Accept Wheelchair]

16) This artist attempted to sail her sailboat named “Velvet Glove in Iron Cast” down the Mississippi
River with a copy of Huck Finn and a bag of potatoes, but stopped after engine troubles. This person
created a split album with d’eon named Dark Blossoms, and her song “Be a (*) Body” is an
interpretation of the Japanese concept of Wabi-Sabi. That song is on an album entirely created in the app
GarageBand, Visions. For 10 points, name this artist of Art Angels whose 2021 song “Love” talked about
her split from Elon Musk.
ANSWER: Grimes [Accept Claire Boucher]

17) *Description Acceptable*
In one manga, this figure acquires an Eevee that can change between its many forms at will. At one
point, this person is described as a “Chatty Gossip,” and after giving a girl named Copycat a Poké
Doll, he will ask “Is it that fun to mimic my every move?” This trainer rocks a level 81 (*) Pikachu
and all the evolved Kanto starters when encountered on Mt. Moon. This trainer is forced to battle his rival,
Blue, after defeating the Elite Four at the Indigo Plateau. For 10 points, name this canonical protagonist of
the 1st Pokemon games, named for a primary color.
ANSWER: Red [I guess accept a description like “The Player Character in Pokemon Red/Blue/Yellow”;
Do not accept “Ash”]

18) Due to this event, the Whitney Houston produced remake of Sparkle was shelved for ten years and
later completed with Jordin Sparks. This event that occurred in Abaco Island was referenced in the



lyrics of “Glory” by Jay Z, warning his daughter Blue Ivy of similar incidents. The unlicensed (*)
pilot in this event, Luis Morales, had both alcohol and cocaine in his system. The most notable victim in
this event was on her way from recording the music video for “Rock the Boat” in the Bahamas. For 10
points, name this aviation incident that ended the life of an R&B singer once married to R. Kelly.
ANSWER: Plane Crash that killed Aaliyah [Accept the Death of Aaliyah]

19) A Clio-winning beer ad saw an office pay for a case of Bud Lite with one of these objects. Georgie
Henley, who played Lucy, created one of these things for the set of The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe. In Hot Fuzz, the contents of these objects are supposed to help repair the church roof. In
Luke (*) Cage, Pops has one of these things in the barbershop, a converted Bustelo can.  On the set of
Home Alone, Joe Pesci [[PEH-shee]] filled one of these in one day. For 10 points, name these fucking jars
that bankrupted our fucking writing staff.
ANSWER: Swear Jar <Brad>

20) Bruce David and Dianna Mazak worked at a facility that primarily dealt with these things, and it
was dedicated to Gerald Wayne. Dennis Hill sold one of these things, and later appeared in a
documentary titled *them* Next Door, and (*)  Bhagavan [[bah-GAH-vahn]] Antle provided these things
for movies such as Mighty Joe Young and Ace Ventura. These animals were often smuggled into high-end
hotels by Jeff Lowe, in an attempt to meet women, and one man suggested that these animals ate Don
Lewis. For 10 points, name these animals that were collected by Joe Exotic, the so-called King of them.
ANSWER: Tigers <Brad>



1) How do you know your kids' show is out of ideas? They do an episode where you have to keep an egg
alive. Answer some things about shows that do that, for 10 points each;
[10] On Phineas and Ferb, the titular boys find an egg, and Candace insists they dress up in platypus
costumes, as they assume it was laid by this character, a secret agent living with the main family.
ANSWER: Perry the Platypus
[10] On this more adult cartoon, Mrs. Garrison hires an assassin to break Stan and Kyle’s egg, during a
school assignment, to somehow prove gay mariage is bad?? IDK.  I can never follow Trey Parker’s plots.
ANSWER: South Park
[10] On Hannah Montana, this friend of Hannah has a similar assignment, but with a bag of flour. He ends
up dating Lilly in the show, after putting aside a huge crust on Hannah.
ANSWER: Oliver <Brad>

2) Given an assist trophy from Super Smash Bros, tell me what franchise it comes from, for 10 points each;
[10] Skull Kid, as well as Ghirahim and Midna and Tingle.
ANSWER: The Legend of Zelda
[10] Andross
ANSWER: Star Fox
[10] Dr. Wright
ANSWER: SimCity [Do not accept “The Sims”] <Brad>

3) The NBA playoffs felt a little different in 2021. Name a few teams who made appearances for 10 points
each;
[10] Through the efforts of third-year player Trae Young, they mounted a playoff run for the first time since
2017.
ANSWER: Atlanta Hawks [accept either]
[10] In the first round of the playoffs, the Hawks beat this team that made their first postseason appearance
since 2013. RJ Barrett and Reggie Bullock started for this team.
ANSWER: New York Knicks [accept either]
[10] This team made the postseason for the first time since 2010 when Alvin Gentry coached them. Steve
Kerr was their GM at the time. They lost the title in 2021, despite the efforts of Devin Booker.
ANSWER: Phoenix Suns [accept either] <Brad>

4) The guitarist on this album introduced the rest of the band to “Babe I’m Gonna Leave You” after listening
to Joan Baez in Concert, eventually recording it for this album. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1969 rock album with a cover depicting the Hindenburg engulfed in flames. The first single
from this album was “Good Times, Bad Times.”
ANSWER: Led Zeppelin I
[10] This Mississippi blues artist is credited with writing both “You Shook Me” and “I Can’t Quit You
Babe” on Led Zeppelin I. Interestingly, this musician was Joe Louis’s sparring partner in the mid 1930s.
ANSWER: Willie Dixon
[10] Led Zeppelin I includes this song that also names a 1993 Richard Linklater film. Matthew
McConaughey says “That's what I love about these high school girls, man. I get older, they stay the same
age” in this film.
ANSWER: Dazed and Confused



5) Name some things about the only thing I care about anymore. Someone please help. For 10 points each;
[10] This alcohol is made from the blue agave [[ah-GAH-vay]] plant and it was distilled after conquistadors
ran out of brandy. Used in good margaritas, with OJ and grenadine it’s made into a “sunrise.”
ANSWER: Tequila
[10] A Manhattan with scotch is named for this 18th century literary character.
ANSWER: Rob Roy
[10] Kirsch brandy is made from this fruit and can either be used to make a Rose cocktail, garnished with
this fruit, or it can be drunk straight to forget the horrible things your dad said before he died.
ANSWER: Cherry <Brad>

6) Some TV shows are Comedy Emmy darlings, while others are funny. Name some shows from that first
camp for 10 points each;
[10] This TV show has amassed a stunning 72 Primetime Emmys in its run, by far the most of any TV
show, making it the hands-down favorite darling of the Emmys. Don Pardo appeared in 725 episodes of this
show.
ANSWER: Saturday Night Live
[10] This TV show won 37 Primetime Emmys as a comedy series, also a record. It netted 6 of them in its
final season in 2004.
ANSWER: Frasier
[10] This Apple TV+ comedy won in 2021, winning supporting Emmys for Brett Goldstein and Hannah
Waddingham.
ANSWER: Ted Lasso <Brad>

7) Let’s talk about the life and times of rap supergroup Def Squad. For 10 points each:
[10] Def Squad are well known, in part, for their cover of this first hit hip-hop song from 1979 by the
Sugarhill Gang.
ANSWER: “Rapper’s Delight”
[10] Def Squad includes this member of Wu-Tang Clan whose namesake song on Enter the Wu-Tang
follows “C.R.E.A.M.” He won a Grammy with Mary J Blige in "I'll Be There for You/You're All I Need to
Get By."
ANSWER: Method Man
[10] This other member of Def Squad sings the “Pixies Rap” in Fairly Oddparents. He is rated above Jay-Z
and Tupac in Eminem’s track “Till I Collapse,” and released an album named after Muddy Waters.
ANSWER: Redman [Accept Reggie or Reginald Noble]

8) The play that inspired this film by Brit Patrick Hamilton was called Five Chelsea Lane during its US tour.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1944 film with Ingrid Bergman that names a type of psychological abuse in which a person
is gradually manipulated into doubting their own sanity.
ANSWER: Gaslight
[10] A woman with this occupation, Alice Alquist, is killed at the beginning of Gaslight. Florence Foster
Jenkins aspired to be successful in this occupation during her lifetime.
ANSWER: an Opera Singer
[10] Sergis Bauer convinces his wife he is flirting with his maid Nancy played by this actress in Gaslight.
Two years later, she played Sibyl Vane in a film version of The Picture of Dorian Grey.
ANSWER: Angela Lansbury



9) Some NFL teams are known for certain things. The Ravens always have defense, the Steelers have
consistent coaches, the Jaguars have sadness. Name some teams with that type of consistency for 10 points
each.
[10] This AFC team had produced insane running back talent like Priest Holmes, Jamaal Charles, Kareem
Hunt, and Larry Johnson. Clyde Edwards-Helaire has some big shoes to fill!
ANSWER: Kansas City Chiefs
[10] Between 2003 and 2005, the Lions drafted 3 first-round wide receivers who all flamed out in awful
style. Name any one of them.
ANSWER: Charles Rogers, Roy Williams, or Mike Williams
[10] In 1989, the Packers selected this tackle that Sports Illustrated said would be the best ever. The rival
Lions took Barry Sanders with the next pick. The Pack cut this man after 3 seasons and haven’t had a great
RB since.
ANSWER: Tony Mandarich <Brad>

10) This actress stars as the rating conscious Lacie in the Black Mirror episode “Nosedive.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this actress who, at a young age, featured in her father’s films like Apollo 13 and A Beautiful
Mind. She later starred in prominent roles in Jurassic Park: Fallen Kingdom and Rocketman.
ANSWER: Bryce Dallas Howard [prompt on “Howard]
[10] She directed the fourth episode of this series for the service Disney Plus about the title bounty hunter
played by Pedro Pascal exploring the deep reaches of the known universe with Baby Yoda.
ANSWER: The Mandalorian
[10] She also directed the music video for this French Electronic band’s track, “Claudia Lewis.” They
composed all the music for the Tom Cruise film Oblivion and have videos concerning a group of roaming
psychic children.
ANSWER: M83

11) Name some old-timey baseball players that no one actually super cares about anymore for 10 points each;
[10] After giving up a lead-off triple, this man told everyone but the catcher to get off the field and struck
out the next 3 batters. This Negro League pitcher joined the MLB at 42 and started a game as late as 1965,
as a 58 year old.
ANSWER: Satchel Paige
[10] This player may have helped get manager Yogi Berra fired in “The Great Harmonica Incident.”
Afterwards, opposing fans kept throwing harmonicas on the field, though at least Hohner Harmonicas paid
this player’s fine.
ANSWER: Phil Linz
[10] This player kept a cabbage leaf under his hat at all times and once had to be removed from a game by
police after assaulting an umpire. This Yankee only won one MVP but led the league in homers 12 times in
the “House that” he “Built.”
ANSWER: Babe Ruth <Brad>

12) Name some directors given three of their movies, for 10 points each;
[10] Annie Hall, Manhattan, and Hannah and Her Sisters.
ANSWER: Woody Allen
[10] Amadeus, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, and The People vs. Larry Flynt.
ANSWER: Milos Forman
[10] Once Upon a Time in America; For a Few Dollars More; and Duck, you Sucker!
ANSWER: Sergio Leone <Brad>



13) This man is the only one to ever win three Majors tournaments in one calendar year. He also beat Bob Hope
in a putting contest as a two year old. Name a few things about him, for 10 points each;
[10] This man, the all-time money leader, is the second ever golfer to win 3 Grand Slams and was *the
thing* in the golfing world between 1997 and 2008. He came back to win the 2019 Masters.
ANSWER: Tiger Woods [accept either] [or also Eldrick Tont Woods]
[10] This is the other golfer with 15+ Major championships, with 18. He won the Masters 3 times between
1963 and 1966. He now designs courses, designing Shoal Creek and redesigning The Greenbriar.
ANSWER: Jack Nicklaus
[10] In 1996, Nicklaus finished 3 strokes ahead of this golfer in the Seniors’ Championship. This 5-time
Ryder Cup champion had a notable putting duel against Bernhard Langer in the 1991 Ryder Cup.
ANSWER: Hale Irwin <Brad>

14) Name some iconic I Love Lucy moments for 10 points each;
[10] In the episode “Job Switching,” Lucy and Ethel get jobs working in a factory that makes this
substance. They’re told they’ll be fired if one piece gets by unwrapped.
ANSWER: Chocolate [or Candy]
[10] In another episode, Lucy hawks this good to people who poop out at parties, or are unpopular.
Unaware that it has alcohol, she gets hilariously drunk and cannot pronounce it-- maybe like you?
ANSWER: Vitameatavegamin [Vie-ta-meat-a-vej-a-men]
[10] Lucy drunkenly then wandered onto the stage and crashed her husband’s performance at this club,
where he worked as a bandleader during the series.
ANSWER: Club Tropicana [accept Club Babalu, its later name] <Brad>

15) Who lives in a pineapple under the sea? No one, there are no pineapples under the sea. Now, Amemomies--
anen-- amenno-- amememonies? Anemones? That’s another thing. For 10 points each;
[10] This fish, who generally can’t say amenomes, lives in them under water, before deciding to touch a
boat. This titular character overcomes dentists and Marla to reunite with his father. He reappears in Finding
Dory.
ANSWER: Nemo
[10] This is the name of Nemo’s dad, who leaves the Great Barrier Reef to find him. This worrywart gets
eaten by a whale and befriends Dory.
ANSWER: Marlin
[10] Marlin is assisted by this Pelican who takes him to the dentist’s office. Geoffrey Rush held onto his
tongue while delivering the lines for this character so it would sound like he had a fish in his mouth.
ANSWER: Nigel <Brad>

16) As a seminary student, I want you to know that the clergy are cool! Name some things about Judas Priest
for 10 points each;
[10] This bassist has been a member of Judas Priest since 1969, and is the last remaining original member.
ANSWER: Ian Hill
[10] Judas Priest was formed in this country that also created metal bands like Black Sabbath, Def Leppard,
and Iron Maiden.
ANSWER: United Kingdom [or Great Britain or England]
[10] Rob Halford fronted this band, with Scott Travis, after leaving Judas Priest. Its better known album,
War of Words, had five minutes of silence after the song "Reality, a New Beginning"
ANSWER: Fight <Brad>



17) Peter has hit me enough times that I know not to ask about Bobby Fischer or Magnus Carleson again. Here
are some champions of other board games, for 10 points each;
[10] Nicolò Falcone is the current world champion at this game. The Italian claims that it “is a game based
on building haphazardly, playing with fake money, and going in and out of prison, so naturally Italians are
good at it."
ANSWER: Monopoly
[10] Tim Slagboom is the world champion at this other board game that involves spies and bombs. The
average game has 381 moves, between the blue and red sides, making it far too long to tailgate for.
ANSWER: Stratego
[10] Lee Sedol retired as the champion of this game, citing frustration with the rising computing power of
AI. Lee famously deliberately played a broken ladder formation, which is normally a beginner’s mistake.
ANSWER: Go <Brad>

18) Some people will tell you that Broadway musicals don’t belong at trash tournaments– they’re art. They’ve
never seen Spiderman: Turn Off the Dark. Name some bad Broadway plays for 10 points each;
[10] The titular creature in this 2018 musical was really impressive, but the titular character had some
remarkably terrifying malfunctions in its year-long run, putting people in danger.
ANSWER: King Kong
[10] This musical only lasted four months, maybe because a certain “Son of a Son of a Sailor” had too
many “Boat Drinks.” Based on Jimmy Buffet’s music, this 2007 musical was called a “bland ode to wasin’s
away” by Bloomberg.
ANSWER: Escape to Margaritaville
[10] This 1988 adaptation of a Stephen King novel and movie is widely considered to be the worst
Broadway play of all time. To be fair, it’s hard to sing while covered in pig’s blood– I would know.
ANSWER: Carrie <Brad>

19) Name some of the best selling authors of all time, but not ones who could be asked about in an academic
tournament, for 10 points each;
[10] After Shakespeare and Agatha Christie, this woman is thought to be the third best selling author ever.
She wrote countless romance novels like A Hazard of Hearts, The Wicked Marquis, and the A Saga of
Hearts series.
ANSWER: Barbara Cartland
[10] This fourth best selling author wrote more trashy romance novels like Safe Harbour and Sisters. This
Californian writes 5 books at a time and kept a book in the New York Times best sellers list for 381 straight
weeks.
ANSWER: Danielle Steel
[10] This controversial Brit is 9th on the list with her supposedly much-beloved Harry Potter series, even
though I’ve personally never heard of it.
ANSWER: J.K. Rowling <Brad>

20) Given three original series, name the streaming service who produces them, for 10 points each;
[10] Disenchantment, Orange is the New Black, and Bojack Horseman.
ANSWER: Netflix
[10] The Last Tycoon, Transparent, and Sneaky Pete.
ANSWER: Amazon Prime Video
[10] The Fox’s Summer, Ruyi’s Royal Love in the Palace, and Ever Night.
ANSWER: Tencent <Brad>



21) We’re in Florida right now, so here’s a harder-than-usual bonus on UF quarterbacks for 10 points each;
[10] This quarterback spent four years at Notre Dame before transferring to UF in 2017. He now serves as
color commentator for CBS Sports.
ANSWER: Malik Zaire
[10] This quarterback is the all-time UF passing leader over a career. He resigned as coach of Edgewater
High in 2016 after 5 career games, losing all of them kind of badly.
ANSWER: Chris Leak
[10] This quarterback won the Heisman for coach Steve Spurrier in 1996. This Pensacola native is a
member of the College Football Hall of Fame because he won UF their first national title.
ANSWER: Danny Wuerffel <Brad>

22) "Donnie gets pepperoni and olives. Cody gets triple cheese and feta. Borglum usually just sticks with PCP.
Name some pizza toppings for 10 points each"
[10] This controversial fruit topping has more downvotes on Ranker.com’s list of toppings than blueberries,
chutney, or human blood. This pizza topping, part of Hawaiian pizza, has spawned plenty of memes.
ANSWER: Pineapple
[10] Papa John’s released the Five Sausages Pizza in 2012 to flex the addition of this Iberian topping,
which was part of Little Caesars Quesadilla Pizza.
ANSWER: Chorizo
[10] Every Cici’s in America has a dessert pizza with this food item, cinnamon, and icing. Other, more
exotic pizzas sometimes combine it with goat cheese and pecan, or with caramel ice cream and brown
sugar.
ANSWER: Apple <Brad>


